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Tomato Surprise (Blue Shift IV)

CATFISHING FOR LOVE

Kyle and Ralph sit together in Ralph's bedroom. Kyle
is fit and athletic, wearing a sports team jersey and
a backwards hat: A classic jock. Ralph is pudgy and
awkward looking. He has on his thick glasses and a
sweater vest: A classic nerd.

Ralph is upset, pacing back and forth in the bedroom
as Kyle spins the basketball on his finger, playing it
as he always does... Cool.

KYLE
You just have to put yourself out there more, dude.

RALPH
Easy for you to say, Kyle. You're the captain of the
basketball, football, hockey, lacrosse, and tennis teams. Not
to mention, you played Romeo in the fall play.

KYLE
Ralph, I may be totally awesome and have my life like really
all together, but I also understand you.

RALPH
How could you? You're dating the hottest girl in school.
Freaking Veronica Smithers. She's a model for L.L. Bean.

KYLE
So? If I can get a girl like that, so can you.

RALPH
As if... I couldn't get a girl from the chess club to go to
the homecoming dance with me. Trust me, I tried.

KYLE
Well I see something special in you, and I think that some
girl out there would probably feel the same.

RALPH
Psh... Whatever...

KYLE
Seriously, bro. Maybe you should like... Try one of those
dating apps. Get exposed to girls outside of our school.

RALPH
Dating apps are bullshit. Everyone on there is either
catfishing someone, or they're the person being catfished.

KYLE
Why do you say that? How would YOU know?
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RALPH
Because, man...

Ralph looks around his room, goes to close the door,
being super secretive.

RALPH (CONT'D)
I'm currently catfishing someone.

Kyle is like totally blown away by this, so much so
that he drops his freaking basketball.

KYLE
Dude WHAT? You're catfishing someone RIGHT NOW?

RALPH
Yeah, I have been for a while. Like three years.

KYLE
Three YEARS? Dude what the HELL? Who is this girl?

RALPH
Well...

Ralph goes to his computer and proceeds to pull up the
girl's profile. Kyle is blown away once again. She's
beautiful.

RALPH (CONT'D)
This is her. Angela Stevens. 23 year old graduate student,
former high school track star, and lover of big dogs.

KYLE
Oh my god, Ralph. This is probably the most beautiful girl
I've ever seen. Each picture is more stunning than the last.
I can't look away.

RALPH
Oh I know. And these are just the ones where she's wearing
clothes.

KYLE
WHAT?!

Kyle begins to pace across the room, in the position
of Ralph from earlier.

KYLE (CONT'D)
How? How is this possible? How have you kept this going for
so long? Do you have a fake identity? What name do you use?
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RALPH
Well, actually I thought it might be kind of hard to keep the
whole thing going with a fake name so I just decided to go
with my real name. Ralph Edward Costanza Jr.

KYLE
(A little confused.)

Okay... I guess that would make things easier for you, and
you're only 18 so I guess you don't really have to worry
about her looking you up.

RALPH
Exactly.

Ralph is still looking at the computer, Kyle continues
to pace.

KYLE
Okay, so what about your fake profession? What does she think
that you do? How old did you tell her you are?

RALPH
Well, funny thing there. I was kinda worried about her trying
to find out too much information about the fake job I would
create, and then try to Google me and all of that. So, I
actually just told her that I'm in high school, like I really
am.

Kyle is now even more confused. He stops in the middle
of the room.

KYLE
Wait, what?

RALPH
I know it seems risky, but she was super cool about it and it
just really makes things a lot easier. You know, that way I
can talk to her about real problems I'm having in classes,
and she even knows I have a friend named Kyle who is really
cool and she actually always talks about how much she wants
to meet you because of how much I talk about you.

KYLE
Okay... I guess I get that, but so far it just seems like
you're being a little too honest with her. Aren't you scared
she's gonna find out about who you really are?

RALPH
No, dude... That's what's so great about it. This really just
takes all the suspicion away.

Kyle puts his hands on his head and paces again,
trying to figure out what is going on.
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RALPH (CONT'D)
Look, I know it's fucked up. I just have been really lonely,
and I need this to keep going so I can live in the fantasy a
little while longer. I promise that once we graduate in May,
I will totally come clean to her and tell her it was all a
lie. Seriously.

KYLE
Okay, yes. I'm sorry man, I'm just trying to figure this all
out. I get why you would do it, it's just really blowing my
mind.

RALPH
Thank you for trying to understand. I know it seems pretty
out of character for me.

KYLE
So, what pictures do you use for your profile when you're
talking to her? Like some male model or something?

RALPH
So this is actually really interesting. I was worried about
her wanting to like Skype or FaceTime with me and I didn't
want that to be a big factor in it, so I just went ahead and
used my own pictures.

KYLE
What?

RALPH
Yeah, I just used some pictures of myself and it worked like
a charm. This way she doesn't suspect a thing because of
course I look just like my own pictures.

KYLE
Dude what the fuck...

RALPH
I know... It's almost TOO good. Like why haven't other
catfishers thought of this. I basically have no chance of
being caught.

Kyle takes a long pause, trying to figure out how he
is going to say what he is about to say.

KYLE
Dude. Ralph. That girl is just your girlfriend.

RALPH
I mean, yeah she thinks she is...
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KYLE
No, dude, she just is your regular, no catfishing, super hot
GIRLFRIEND. You're complaining about being lonely and not
being able to get girls, but look right there, man. That's
your girlfriend.

Ralph laughs and blows this statement off.

RALPH
Kyle... I'm CATFISHING her. How do you not get this? Maybe
you're just used to every girl wanting to be your girlfriend,
but that's not how the real world works, dude. In the real
world you have to trick a girl into falling in love with you
like I have with Angela. It's BASIC CATFISHING. Welcome to
reality.

Kyle just stares at Ralph, completely astonished. He
doesn't know what to say. Ralph gets a notification on
his phone and looks at it.

RALPH (CONT'D)
Oh man, I have to go.

KYLE
What's going on?

RALPH
Ugh, I'm about to go have dinner with Dan and Michelle.

KYLE
Who the hell are DAN and MICHELLE?

RALPH
Angela's parents... You know, catfishing Angela was one
thing, but catfishing her parents has been on another level.
I had to take GOLF lessons because Dan and I 'hit the links'
now like once a month. I really am in WAY over my head with
this whole thing.

KYLE
YOU KNOW HER PARENTS?

RALPH
Yeah, Kyle. She and I have dinner with them every Tuesday
night and play Balderdash. Gah, you would be a terrible
catfisher.

(Another notification)
Fuck. I really have to go. Angela is waiting for me to pick
her up.

KYLE
You're going to pick her up NOW? Where does she live?
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RALPH
Uhh... Like a few streets over.

KYLE
You mean to tell me SHE LIVES HERE IN TOWN?

RALPH
Yes, she lives in town... Everyone knows when they meet
someone online from far away that there is a possibility of
being catfished. I went local.

Kyle just shakes his head as Ralph gets ready and
starts to walk out the door.

RALPH (CONT'D)
I'm just too good at this. The poor girl never stood a
chance.

(Pauses, shakes his head a
little.)

She really is going to get her heart broken.

Kyle stares in silence, mind blown at his friend's
stupidity.

Blackout.

INT. EDUCATION TONIGHT! STAGE

*I'm writing this as a male host but it's definitely
gender neutral*

Neil is a thirteen year old boy who is very interested
in educational shows like Bill Nye the Science guy or
the VSauce on YouTube. He is shooting the first
episode of his very own show featuring different
adults in the educational field.

Neil comes out on stage in front of a talk show-like
set up. He has cards in his hands and is super
energetic about everything.

NEIL
Hello, hello all you budding intellectuals out there. My name
is Neil McAllister and this is Education Tonight!

At this point some music plays as Neil dances around
the stage, possibly a graphic for Education Tonight!
Could be up behind him.
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He finishes his dance in an awkward pose on the floor
at the front of the stage. Once he pulls himself up,
he sits in his chair.

NEIL (CONT'D)
I may be only thirteen years old, but I love to learn. I
crave it. I need it. I HUNT it. Tonight I am going to share
an informational feast with all of you lovely people out
there, and let me tell you, this meal is going to be
EXCEPTIONAL. Like it was prepared by famed chef Gordon Ramsay
himself. Like a fresh beef wellington hot out the oven topped
by one of his Michelin stars. Yes people, the guests I have
tonight are so succulent that I will be ASHAMED if anyone
here walks out of this place without bowing down and offering
to clean the perfect feet that these three GENIUSES walk on.
Just trust me... We are all in for QUITE a treat.

Neil looks down at his cards and flips through them.

NEIL (CONT'D)
So, with all of that out on the table, let me welcome our
first guest tonight. All the way from Cambridge,
Massachusetts, former employee at NASA who is now using his
talents to educate graduate students as a Mathematics
professor at MIT, one of my personal heroes and a name we
should ALL recognize... Dr. Albert Mann!

Dr. Albert Mann is dressed like a scholar: bowtie,
glasses, a pipe. He is also carrying a large book at
his side. He sheepishly waves to the audience as he
comes in before sitting down slowly in the guest's
chair.

NEIL (CONT'D)
Dr. Mann... What an absolute pleasure.

DR. MANN
Yes. I am greatly honored to be here, Neil. It's such a
wonderful thing any time a young person becomes interested in
the education of themselves and others, so I applaud you.

Neil is touched by Dr. Mann's comment.

NEIL
Wow... Just wow. I'm so impressed by you, and I'm sure our
audience is as well... So I'd like to ask you a couple of
questions which I have prepared, if that's okay.

DR. MANN
Of course. Let's mold a few minds.

Neil laughs almost inauthentically as he reaches from
behind him and pulls out a backpack.
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He then unzips the backpack and pulls out a binder.
The binder is messy and looks disorganized. He then
sets the backpack down and opens the binder, flipping
through the pages until he sets his finger on one.

NEIL
Okay, so... This may be a tough one, but we are all friends
here, you know... So let's just be totally honest.

Neil looks down at the page and reads his question. He
moves his finger along the page as he recites it
slowly, like it's the first time he is reading it.

NEIL (CONT'D)
At soccer practice on Saturday morning, Tony's team practiced
dribbling for 1 hour and practiced shooting for 15 minutes.
Then, they played a scrimmage game for 30 minutes before
practice ended at 8:45 A.M. What time did Tony's soccer
practice start?

Neil looks up quizzically at Dr. Mann, awaiting his
answer. Dr. Mann is contemplating why this question is
being asked, but wants to answer genuinely. In the
meantime, Neil slowly pulls out a pencil from his
backpack.

DR. MANN
Umm... Well... One hour and fifteen... Then thirty... 8:45...
Then they would have started at 7 o'clock A.M.

Neil scribbles quickly on the page, with a huge smile
on his face.

NEIL
Amazing... Just amazing. Wow.

(To the audience)
What a beautiful mind, right?

Neil applauds, maybe the audience joins in. Neil then
looks back at the page.

NEIL (CONT'D)
Oooh... Actually I didn't see this before, but it says that
you need to show your work...

Neil makes a face at Dr. Mann who is confused.

DR. MANN
Show my work? Like you want me to tell you all the additions
I made to get to that answer? Why would you have written
that?

Neil gets a little antsy at his questioning.
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NEIL
Uhh...

DR. MANN
Where did you get that question?

Neil stands up quickly.

NEIL
Well, that's all the time we have for Dr. Mann... Wow, just
so much insight and knowledge. A true national treasure.

DR. MANN
What? I...

NEIL
Please just exit through the curtain... That's right...
Riiiight there. Yes.

Dr. Mann leaves and Neil is relieved.

NEIL (CONT'D)
Well, let's just keep this thing going. It's like a beautiful
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade of geniuses except we aren't
all just sitting around waiting for the float carrying Santa
Claus. Okay... Next we have a world traveler, anthropologist,
archaeologist, historian, and explorer of the famous Oak
Island Money Pit. The closest human equivalent to a mountain
lion, Mr. Dakota Canyon!

Dakota Canyon comes onto the stage, he is dressed in
khaki outdoors gear and is wearing a safari hat or
something similar. He is a fit man and looks very
serious.

NEIL (CONT'D)
Wow, look at you. You're like a real life Indiana Jones, if
he was also the reincarnation of Steve Irwin. It's an honor,
sir.

DAKOTA
Yes.

NEIL
A mysterious man of few words, but a head full of sweet,
sweet history facts. Mr. Canyon, would you mind if I picked
that rugged brain of yours with a few questions I have
prepared?

DAKOTA
Be my guest.
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Neil gets his binder open again and starts to flip
through the pages. He places his finger on the page
again and reads the question slowly.

NEIL
What year was the Magna Carta signed?

DAKOTA
What?

NEIL
Oh sorry... I mean what year was the MAGNA CARTA signed?

(Pronounced MAY-gna CARE-tay)

DAKOTA
You were right the first time. But why are you asking me
that?

Neil gets a little antsy again, and stutters a bit as
he speaks.

NEIL
Uhh, well I just wanted to know... For educational purposes
and stuff... Just like knowledge and things like that...

Dakota stands up and walks over to him.

DAKOTA
What is this binder? What're you reading these questions
from?

Neil tries to hide the binder, but Dakota grabs the
top paper before he can get away. Dakota then holds up
the paper and reads.

DAKOTA (CONT'D)
Mr. Feeny's 3rd period world history class...

NEIL
HEY! GIVE THAT BACK!

He snatches it from Dakota's hands.

DAKOTA
Was that homework? Did you just bring us here to do your
homework for you?

NEIL
NO! I can do my homework myself, obviously... I'm very smart.
It's for the people watching to help them learn.

Dakota gets very close to Neil's face, making him
shake.
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DAKOTA
I don't buy it. I see what you're up to, kid. Nobody fools
Dakota Canyon. I have more important things to do.

Neil is silent, completely still. Dakota walks off
stage. Only after he is out of sight does Neil break
from his stillness.

NEIL
Well, good riddance! History isn't important anyway! And we
all have the internet now, so who needs your stupid brain!

Neil composes himself.

NEIL (CONT'D)
Wow... What a mystery of a man. Who know's what's rattling
around in that muscular head of his. He's probably been out
in the sun a little too long trying to dig up those
dinosaurs, huh? Anyway...

Neil gets back to his chair.

NEIL (CONT'D)
My last guest of the night is also the BEST guest of the
night. A light at the end of this dark tunnel we call life. A
beacon of hope for all of us. She's worked in the medical
research field for 20 years after growing up in a poor
Mexican village and graduating with a doctorate in medical
science from Mexico City University. The person who I believe
will one day CURE CANCER, Dr. Milagro Gonzalez!

Dr. Gonzalez emerges onto the stage, wearing a long
white lab coat. She smiles and waves to the audience a
lot.

DR. GONZALEZ
Neil it is such an honor to be here and to share in something
so wonderful with you. I think what you're doing for young
people is just incredible.

NEIL
Wow. That means so much, especially coming from you. Just
being in your presence is educational for all of us.

They laugh a little. Dr. Gonzalez sits.

NEIL (CONT'D)
Well, as I do with all my guests, I have prepared a few
questions for you so we can sip some of that delicious
knowledge juice from the fruit of your noggin.

Neil once again pulls out his binder and flips through
it until his finger lands upon a page.
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NEIL (CONT'D)
Okay, so this one may be a little revealing... But here we
go.

Neil looks at the page and reads slowly again as his
finger traces along the question

NEIL (CONT'D)
How do you conjugate the spanish verb 'gustar'.

Neil looks up, Dr. Gonzalez is puzzled. Neil looks
down at the page again.

NEIL (CONT'D)
And please include the formal 'usted'.

Blackout.

A DAY TO REMEMBER

FATHER O'MALLEY is center stage addressing the
audience. By his side, sitting, are the bride and
groom, KAT and JAKE.

FATHER O'MALLEY
Thank you all who have gathered here today to witness the
holy matrimony of Kat Shaughnessy and Jake McDowell. When I
first met this wonderful couple one year ago, I asked them
each to prepare a letter detailing what the other means to
them.

During the past year, Kat has sent me pages and pages of her
letter, which has undergone dozens of revisions. I would like
to read a few excerpts from this wonderful proclamation of
love.

(reading from letter)
"The most memorable times with Jake have been our trips to
our hometown on the northeastern coast. It was during those
long walks on the beach, with our senses occupied by the cold
air and the ocean mist, that we let down our defenses and I
learned about who the real Jake is. A sensitive and caring
man with emotions as complex as the ocean tides, but whose
values and character make him the firm lighthouse that I know
will lovingly lead me to safety for the rest of my life."

"Awws" from the crowd. KAT looks lovingly at JAKE and
they kiss.

FATHER O'MALLEY (CONT'D)
Beautiful. I'd also like to share Jake's letter, which I
received in an e-mail late last night.
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FATHER O'MALLEY takes out phone to read from it.

FATHER O'MALLEY (CONT'D)
It reads, "Kat is fun and interesting."

Silence for a moment until KAT realizes that is the
end of his letter. She looks at JAKE disappointingly.
JAKE scrambles to respond.

JAKE
Father, there's more. Check your e-mail again.

FATHER O'MALLEY looks down at his phone again.

FATHER O'MALLEY
Ah yes, I see another message from even later last night. The
letter continues: "She is also smart and cute."

KAT looks disapprovingly at JAKE again and he avoids
eye contact and fidgets nervously.

KAT
If I didn't know you were a bad writer I would have thought
you forgot the wedding was today.

JAKE
No of course not, babe. Just not much of a poet I guess,
haha.

FATHER O'MALLEY
But love can be expressed in more than words, so I also asked
the bride and groom to prepare a visual representation of
their love for one another. Kat was so nervous about this
demonstration that she took intensive painting classes for 18
weeks and worked countless hours to produce this.

FATHER O'MALLEY holds up beautiful painting.

FATHER O'MALLEY (CONT'D)
In addition to exquisite technique, the scene is dense with
imagery that displays the love and commitment present in this
partnership in a way that is just not possible with words.

KAT looks lovingly at JAKE, who smiles and is now very
nervous.

FATHER O'MALLEY (CONT'D)
Jake handed me this before the ceremony.

FATHER O'MALLEY displays an A4 sheet of paper with a
pathetic stick figure drawing of two people.
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KAT
Jake, I can't believe you! You're a great artist and that was
the best you could do for our special day! Did you actually
forget our wedding was today?

JAKE
No no no how could you think that, babe? It was a stylistic
choice: minimalism. You know, because even without all the
pretense and theatrics, down in our bones, in our stick
figures, we're made for one another.

KAT is suspicious, but softens.

KAT
All right, I believe you. After all, you planned the whole
"Just Married" car ride and reception so you couldn't have
forgotten everything.

KAT gives JAKE a kiss. JAKE then quickly turns his
head away from KAT and types something on his phone.

FATHER O'MALLEY
So let us all now rise for Jake and Kat's vows.

JAKE and KAT rise and stand facing each other center
stage with FATHER O'MALLEY between them.

FATHER O'MALLEY (CONT'D)
Jake, do you take Kat to be your lawfully wedded wife, to
have and to hold, from this day forward, for
better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in
health,
until death do you part?

JAKE
I do.

FATHER O'MALLEY
And Kat, do you take Jake to be your lawfully wedding
husband-

UBER DRIVER barges in.

UBER DRIVER
Hey, did someone order an Uber?

JAKE
No Stanley, just a wedding going on here. Wait outside I'm
sure they'll show up soon. OK Father, let's keep it moving.

KAT
(to JAKE)

How do you know the Uber driver's name?
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FATHER O'MALLEY
To have and to hold, from this day forward.

UBER DRIVER
Ummm, my map is showing someone in this building ordered it.
It says the name is Jake.

KAT looks at JAKE, furious.

JAKE
(nervous, desperate)

Uh, I don't know man must be a different Jake. I'm getting
married right now, so just shut the fuck up and wait in the
Odyssey, OK?

KAT
How do you know what car he drives?

JAKE
(flustered, rushing)

O'Malley! For better or worse, rich and poor, sick and
health; ask her if she does!

FATHER O'MALLEY
(addressing KAT)

Uh, well then. Do you?

Pause as KAT considers question and looks around the
room.

UBER DRIVER
Hey guys, for real someone has got to get into my car because
I don't get paid until someone gets in. Someone named Jake
requested a ride to the Dave and Buster's downtown and I'm
not leaving until someone fesses up because this is a big
fare! I even wrote "Just Married" on the back window as a
special request.

KAT
The Dave and Buster's Jake! You really did forget the wedding
and you called an Uber last minute to take us to D&B's
because you didn't plan the reception.

KAT runs out of the church crying. JAKE is left on
stage with FATHER O'MALLEY. JAKE puts his head in his
hands, crushed that he lost KAT. Silence for a few
moments.

UBER DRIVER
OK, I don't know which one of you is Jake, but it's people
like you that ruin ridesharing for the rest of us. You're
getting zero stars you dick.
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PROOF

MINISTER
Once two brothers entered into a bodega. The first brother
Michael, was a man of God who lived his life in righteous
service to the Lord. His brother Joseph was a wicked man who
was cruel to his children and servants. He did not hold the
Lord's name dear, and never participated in church services.
Despite being of different temperament and closeness to God,
these men were brothers, and as brothers, they were more
alike than different. Because the day was hot, both men had
developed a thirst, and it was because of this thirst that
they entered the bodega. Seeking to slake this thirst the
first brother, Michael asked the shop keeper for assistance.
"Kind brother," he said, for he knew the shopkeeper well
because they both worshiped in the same congregation.
"Please, may I have a drink? The sun is hot and I thirst
greatly." The shop keeper said, "I can give you what you
need, but there will cost. The bottle of water is but ninety
nine cents. However, the governor has placed a tax of 8% on
all goods sold. The price you must pay shall be one dollar
and seven cents." The righteous man said, "I have but one
dollar and three cents." The shopkeeper replied, "Michael, I
know you are a good man. Although you toil at a difficult
job, you raise your children in the Church. The Lord sees
your virtue and has rewarded you." Michael followed the gaze
of the shopkeeper and beheld that precisely four cents sat in
the take-a-penny-leave-a-penny tray. Michael, exclaimed,
"The Lord is great and has provided for my precise need,
neither less than was required, nor more that exigency
necessitated." Joseph, who had seen events transpire said,
"Shopkeeper, like my brother I have a great thirst, however,
I am a worldly man who possesses great wealth." Joseph
reached into his pocket and extracted a handful of coins,
which he thrust into the shopkeepers hand. "Please, give me
a bottle of Aquifina as well, for though I am as different
from my brother as night the day, we are both men, and as we
are both slaves to our physical bodies, we both share a
thirst." The shopkeeper counted the coins, "Sir, though you
present me with a great quantity of coins, they are of small
value equaling a sum less than that required for the
purchase. The fact is you possess but $1.06, a single penny
less that the cost of the item you so desire." Joseph,
pulled his wallet out of his pocket and removed a single
$100.00 bill." The shopkeeper stated, "You are indeed a man
of great wealth, but you must either break that hundred
dollar bill, or remain thirsty."

BILLY
So the bad man didn't get any water.
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MINISTER
No Billy, he had to break the hundred, and in doing so, he
decided to get a larger bottle of water, and some Cornuts.

GLUTTON FOR PUNISHMENT

CHASE (athletic gear) is standing near ELISA (athletic
gear) while she does bicep curls. CHASE looks at his
watch.

CHASE
OK Elisa, one more set before Henry gets here for his self-
defense lesson.

ELISA
God, that old guy is so pathetic. He takes the class every
week and never gets any better. What makes him think that
private lessons are going to be any different?

CHASE
Whatever dude. I'm still holding on to some stuff because my
dad never loved me, so if he wants to be a human punching bag
I'll consider it therapy.

CHASE starts laughing. He notices that ELISA is not
laughing and sobers up.

ELISA
You're dad never loved you? That must be really hard.

CHASE
Yeah, I mean it's not that he really did anything bad to us,
it's just that he was never there. In some ways, apathy is
worse than anger because...

ELISA starts laughing and punches CHASE on the arm
hard.

ELISA
I'm joking with you, bro! I don't give a shit about your
feelings.

CHASE forces himself to laugh along.

CHASE
Pfft, yeah I know, being well-balanced is for pussies anyway.
Oh, here he comes.

HENRY enters (middle-aged, schlumpy, carrying a gym
bag).
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CHASE (CONT'D)
What's up man? You're looking ripped.

ELISA
Yeah Henry, I'm getting nervous that you might beat us up
today.

HENRY
(sheepishly)

Oh no guys, just trying to learn how to defend myself.

ELISA
Let's get started by reviewing open-hand strikes. You attack
first.

HENRY slowly moves to slap ELISA and she successfully
blocks each strike. This happens several times.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Now we'll switch and you'll defend like I just showed you.

ELISA slowly slaps HENRY several times; he does not
attempt to block them at all. As he gets hit, he lets
out a small whimper.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Let's speed it up.

ELISA begins to hit HENRY faster and with more force.
HENRY's yelps increase in volume and a few slaps in
start to suggest pleasure rather than pain. Thrown in
are a few words of encouragement under his breath,
such as, "Is that all you've got", "Really give it to
me this time."

ELISA (CONT'D)
OK, let's take a break for a minute to cool down.

ELISA walks away and speaks with CHASE in a low voice.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Did you see that? That loser didn't block a single strike.

CHASE
Yeah, I almost feel bad for the guy.

ELISA
Maybe we should kick him out of the class since we know he's
not going to ever be able to defend himself.
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CHASE
Hmmm, you might be onto something there, but not before my
turn. After all, my dad knew I'd never live up to his
standards but that didn't stop him from constantly pointing
out my shortcomings.

CHASE looks down thoughtfully and there is a moment of
silence between he and ELISA.

ELISA
You should call your dad, Chase.

CHASE
Really? I think about it all the time, but it's been so many
years that...

ELISA
So that you can tell him you train losers for a living. He'll
get a good laugh out of that! C'mon man, stop trying to
unpack your emotions and work your shit out on this nerd like
a winner.

CHASE pushes down sadness, shakes it off, and
approaches HENRY.

CHASE
OK Henry, let's move on to choke defenses. First you're going
to come from behind and choke me.

HENRY demonstrates a choke from behind and CHASE
gently demonstrates the moves he describes next.

CHASE (CONT'D)
Then I'm going to use my elbow to strike you in the ribs,
pull my head out, then run away. Now you try it.

HENRY
Oh, I almost forgot!

HENRY runs to his bag and pulls out a small tripod
with a camera on it. He sets it up to film him.

CHASE
What's that?

HENRY
I like to record when I get attacked so I can review it
later. Helps me learn the moves because I'm so darn
forgetful.

CHASE now chokes HENRY. HENRY does nothing to defend
the choke and mugs at the camera. He is obviously
enjoying it.
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CHASE
Remember, don't hesitate to tap out if you feel you can't
escape.

HENRY gestures with his arms for CHASE to keep going.
Eventually HENRY passes out in CHASE's arms and he
lowers him to the ground gently.

CHASE (CONT'D)
OK buddy, time to wake up now.

HENRY comes to. He is flustered.

CHASE (CONT'D)
Sorry Henry, you should have tapped if you felt like you were
going to pass out.

HENRY
Oh no, it's OK. That was amazing. I was completely dominated
there!

CHASE walks away and speaks with ELISA.

CHASE
What a joke! He's not even good at giving up. And believe me,
I know all about giving up. I qualified for the junior
olympic national figure skating team when I was ten but had
to drop it when my dad found out because he...

ELISA
I'm sorry Chase, but could you stop? This is triggering for
me.

CHASE
Oh my god, I'm sorry. I didn't know you've had a similar
experience.

ELISA
Yeah, I used to be friends with a guy who had daddy issues
but I had to stop hanging out with him because he wouldn't
shut the fuck up about it.

CHASE absolutely dejected.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Now let's see how he deals with a new lesson he's never seen
before.

ELISA walks over to HERNY.
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ELISA (CONT'D)
All right Henry, now we'll practice some self-defense
scenarios when common, household items are involved. Go over
to the weapon chest over there and pick something out.

HENRY walks over to the side of the room where his gym
bag is lying next to the weapon chest.

ELISA (CONT'D)
We've got prop knives, guns, baseball bats, anything you can
think of being attacked with.

HENRY walk back with a blunt object that can only be
interpreted as a BDSM ass paddle.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Huh, don't remember putting that in the weapon's box.

HENRY
Oh no, I brought this from home.

ELISA
How did you know to bring a weapon to class today? We've
never done this exercise before.

HENRY
I always have it on me just in case.

CHASE and ELISA shoot each other a confused look.
ELISA takes paddle from HENRY.

ELISA
Well, let's get right into it then. What's an attack scenario
you'd like to practice? For example, domestic violence or
fighting off a home intruder.

HENRY
I was bad and I need to be punished.

ELISA
Uh, ok like some sort of kidnapped torture scenario I guess?
So I'm going to simulate an attack and you'll practice
defending yourself.

ELISA is getting ready to strike HENRY with the paddle
when HENRY repositions himself so that his butt is
presented. ELISA hits him lightly and HENRY muffles
his pleasure.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Defend yourself.
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ELISA hits him harder. HENRY has a harder time hiding
his pleasure.

ELISA (CONT'D)
Move or place a hand out to stop the attack!

ELISA hits him harder. HENRY has an even harder time
hiding his pleasure.

HENRY
Am I being good?

ELISA
(annoyed that he is not
understanding)

No Henry, you're being bad! Very, very bad! Imagine a
stranger breaks into your house while you are sleeping. They
are bigger and stronger than you and they have you pinned to
the floor. Then they pull out this paddle and start violently
beating you. What do you do?

HENRY's horniness has climaxed. He pulls out a ball
gag and places it in his mouth. CHASE and ELISA are
disgusted.

ELISA (CONT'D)
(tone of slow realization)

Oh my god he's getting off to this. This is a self-defense
class not a kinky sex meet up. Let's get him, Chase!

ELISA and CHASE approach HENRY menacingly as if they
are about to beat him up. HENRY open himself and looks
excited.

CHASE
(revelatory, pointing at
HENRY)

Wait Elisa, he wants us to beat him up.

CHASE and ELISA look at each other, then look at
HENRY. CHASE is pointing at HENRY. HENRY is nervous at
first, then CHASE starts laughing. ELISA and HENRY
start laughing too and HENRY points back. They all
have a good laugh of relief then are silent for a
beat.

CHASE (CONT'D)
For real though, you have to leave because we're calling the
police.

Black out.
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WIDOW AND THE GHOST

Samantha is crying on her bed in her bedroom. Her
mother, donna, is attempting to comfort her.

SAMANTHA
When is an appropriate time to be ok with your husband's
death? I hurt so badly, mother.

DONNA
I wish there was a standard' dear. I don't think there is a
rule about this sort of thing.

Enter Ghost Corey in the background listening in,
unnoticed by Sam and Donna

SAMANTHA
Am I supposed to just be sad and miserable for the rest of my
life, mother?

DONNA
Of course not, dear.

GHOST COREY
I don't want misery for you, my love!

SAMANTHA
I just think maybe it’s time to start healing.

DONNA
Well, if it's time, it’s time.

SAMANTHA
I just wish I could know how Corey would feel, like if he was
watching me, you know, like give me a sign.

Ghost Corey is more interested in the conversation.

DONNA
Your husband loved you very much, he would want you to be
happy.

Ghost Corey nods, approving, walks in close to
Samantha

SAMANTHA
Sometimes, Mom, it feels like Corey is in the room with me,
like I feel him. Am I crazy?

DONNA
No, of course not, I know what you mean, dear.
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GHOST COREY
I love you!

SAMANTHA
I guess it makes me feel warm inside, comforted.

DONNA
That is sweet, dear.

SAMANTHA
I just wish I had his approval, then I’d feel a lot better.

GHOST COREY
I promised to support you forever!

(Smiling, still in love)

DONNA
You know Corey, he loved you. Your happiness was always his
first priority! He wouldn't want you to be miserably
depressed forever.

GHOST COREY
That’s right, Samantha!

SAMANTHA
Thanks, Mom.

DONNA
Even if it’s a date with another man.

GHOST COREY
What the fuck?

SAMANTHA
Yeah you’re right, Mom, I love you.

(They embrace)

GHOST COREY
Uhhhhh, no she’s not.

DONNA
(Still embracing)

I know this isn’t easy for you, dear. I’m so sorry.

SAMANTHA
It’s impossible, I’m so lonely!

GHOST COREY
Well, I suppose I was a bit rash.

DONNA
Well, I better run along, wouldn’t want to be here when your
big date shows up!
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SAMANTHA
You’re the best, Mom.

GHOST COREY
Wait, big date, today? How long have I been a dead?

DONNA
Don’t stay out too too late, we still have Corey’s funeral
tomorrow.

GHOST COREY
Tomorrow!?!?!?!

SAMANTHA
Who? Oh right, jeez its strange how quickly I can forget
stuff sometimes.

(she laughs)
Due to my grief and all.

GHOST COREY
Jesus, is my body even cold yet???

DONNA
It’s early tomorrow, don’t forget!

SAMANTHA
If the date goes late, worst case scenario, I would invite
Greg to spend the night.

GHOST COREY
Greg! My best friend Greg? No he can't spend the night!

DONNA
Oh, but honey, what would he wear to the funeral?

SAMANTHA
Oh, he could just wear some of Corey's old clothes, it's not
like he'd be needing them.

(They laugh)
Laughter helps me heal. Shoot, Greg is so handsome he looks
good in anything. Even Corey's dated wardrobe.

DONNA
Thats my clever girl! Always thinking! Good night honey!

SAMANTHA
Good night, mother!

DONNA EXITS

SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
Oh, Corey. What am I doing? This seems so crazy. I wish you
would give me sign if you weren't ok with this.
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COREY looks around, sees a chair (box) and slides it
across the floor.

I would never go on a date with your best friend if I thought
for a second you would be angry.

Corey slides it and bangs it louder.

SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
Just any sign at all, Corey, that I should cancel!

Corey, lifts the box and drops it slightly. No
reaction. Corey is more frantic now, Corey picks up
Samantha's hair.

SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
It's just my emotions have been so crazy since your death
four days ago, I'm just so...crazy horny.

SAMANTHA swats his hand and he drops her hair. She
fixes her hair. Corey bangs a box again, aggressively.

SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
I may even let Greg take me in a manner that I had always
forbid...

GHOST COREY
What??? Are you fucking kidding me!!!

(Kicks the box over.)

SAMANTHA
...the back door shift and shuffle.

GHOST COREY
(yelling)

Who even calls it that!
(Running around banging boxes
tipping all over on stage.)

SAMANTHA
Just so I can feel something again.

GHOST COREY
Oh bullshit!

(Does a cartwheel in from of
her.)

SAMANTHA
Let him make a mess all over me.
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GHOST COREY
That's it, I've had enough!

(Starts to leave)

SAMANTHA
Oh Corey, maybe I'd feel better if you gave me a sing you
approve? A sign that i should have Greg's beautiful babies?

Corey stays as still as can be.

Beat.

Samantha tips a box over.

GHOST COREY
Oh, for Christ's sake!

SAMANTHA
I read you loud and clear!

LIGHTS DOWN


